THE PELLEVÉ WRINKLE REDUCTION SYSTEM

The Pellevé system is known as the non-surgical face lift and feels like a warm massage on your skin.
Without the need for skin cooling, drugs or anaesthetic it provides an immediate and long lasting effect
with minimal discomfort or side-effects.
The Pellevé offers a different type of experience, a more pleasant and natural one with results you can
feel good about.
It is a very comfortable skin tightening treatment that takes less than an hour with no recovery time so
You may return to your routine straight away. No one will know you have had anything done, but you will
look more radiant!
It creates visible results that start to be noticeable straight away and that last.
Pellevé delivers energy precisely to the dermal tissue using advanced radiofrequency technology to induce
collagen contraction without damaging the skin. The result is skin tightening and contouring with a noticeable
improvement in skin quality and texture.
You should see and immediate skin tightening and firming effect but up to three sessions are recommended for
optimal results depending on the severity of the wrinkles and skin laxity.
Each treatment will be from 30-60 minutes depending on the number of areas being treated at one time.
First, a conductive gel will be applied to the areas to treated. When the Pellevé handpiece is applied to the skin
you will feel a warming sensation. You will act as a guide to describe the depth of the sensation as your clinician
moves the handpiece gently across the treated areas.
There is no recovery time needed after a Pellevé treatment. You may be slightly pink with mild swelling for a few
hours. You can wear makeup straight away and resume normal activities so it fits easily into busy schedules.
You should wear a broad-spectrum sunscreen with an SPF 30 to prevent future photo damage to maintain the
result of this and all aesthetic treatments.
In most cases you will see a visible tightening and lifting effect immediately after one session. Your skin will feel
firmer and smoother as the texture and tone improves. This continues to improve for up to six months.
A course of 3 treatments a month apart are advised for optimal results and additional treatments could be
undertaken at any time for long term maintenance.

